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The Logic StateAnalyzer,a ViewingPort
for the DataDomain
A new logic sfafeanalyzerhasexpandedcapabilitiesthat
speed the locationof the sourcesof problemsin digital
syslemsand broadenthe rangeof problemsthatcan be
resolvedwith thisc/assof instrument.
by CharlesT. Smalland Justin S. Morrill,Jr.

NCTNSERS DEVELOPING DIGITAL svstemsE
.fr especially those that involve microprocessorsnow find themselves more concerned with word
flow than with waveforms. But until recently, it was
considerably more difficult to perceive word flow
within an operating system than it was to vier,rrwaveforms.
This situation was improved two years ago when a
new kind of instrument, the parallel-mode logic state
analyzer, was introduced.l The first of these instruments, the Hewlett-Packard Model 1601L, monitored
data buses or other multinodal locations in a digital
system, "captured" a sequence of digital words as it
occurred there, and displayed the sequence as a table
of 1's and o's.
With the insight provided by this instrument, it became much easier to trace data flow and track down
problems in digital systems. Digital designers who
have had the opportunity to use this instrument now
find it indispensable for analyzing and troubleshooting the digital systems on which they are working,
New Directions
Two years' experience with the Model 1601L has
uncovered a number of additional capabilities that
such an instrument might have. These capabilities
have now been incorporated in a new logic state
analyzer, Model 1600,4',which works with or without
a companion instrument, Model 1607A.
Basically, the Model 1600A [Fig. r) works like
the earlier Model 1601L: digital data appearing in
parallel on several different lines is monitored
through a multi-probe system and clocked into the instrument in synchronism with the clock or other
pulses from the system under test, When a preselected trigger word appears on the data lines, the instrument stores the trigger word and the next 15
words and then displays the stored data in tabular

form. Digital delay may be introduced making it possible to view the 16 words that occur as many as 99,999
clock periods after the trigger. Alternatively, the instrument may be set to store data continuously and
then stop acquiring data when the trigger occurs.
The 15 words leading up to the trigger word are thus
captured for study.
Data acquisition and display cycles may alternate
repetitively, or data may be acquired once and then
displayed continuously until the Rssrr pushbutton

Cover: Multichannelis the
byword as new test instruments are developed in response to the accelerating
rush to digital electronics.
Describedin fhls issue is /he
latest logic state analyzer,
which gives a multiport view
of what's happening in an
operating digital sysfem, and an eight-channel
word generatorfor supplying the multichannelbit
patternsneeded for digital testing.
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Fig. 1. Modet 160aAtog'c State
A n a l y z e rm a n t t o r sd t g i l a t o a t a
appearingon as nany as l6 ltnes
and displaysthe data as wordsof
1'sand 0's rn tabularform runnrng
from top to bottom on the left half
of the display Theright half of the
display is used for data stored tn
an auxrliarymemoty or for data
acqutred by a compantontnstrument, the l,tlodel1607A

i s p r e s s e d ,i n i t i a t i n g a n e w d a t a a c q u i s i t i o n c y c l e .
The trigger may be any of the words in the data
stream. A front-panel switch register enables the
user to select the word that serves as the trigger. It is
thus possible to view any part of an executing digital
program by usirrg the first word of the sequence as a
'Ihe
trigger.
delay capability may be used to page
t h r o u g h l o n g s e q u e n c e s .O r , t h e d i g i t a l s e q u e n c e
leading up to an unallowed state caused by a fault
may be examined, using the unallowed word as the
trigger.
The trigger word also causes the instrurnent to
generate an output pulse that can serve as a trigger
for an oscilloscope or other instruments in a test setup. This makes it possible to view the waveforms
that occur at a defined poiut in time lvith respect to the trigger word.
To provide flexibility in applications of the instrurnent, data may be clocked in on either the positiveg o i n g o r n e g a t i v e - g o i n ge d g e o f t h e c l o c k p u l s e s , t h e
data may be interpreted as either positive-true or
n e g a t i v e - t r u el o g i c , a n d t h e l o g i c t h r e s h o l d i s a d j u s t 'Ihe
able.
miniature probe systern developed for the
Model 1601L, which facilitates making the many
c l o s e l y - s p a c e dc o n n e c t i o n s t o t h e c i r c u i t u n d e r t e s t ,
i s a l s o u s e d w i t h t h e n e w l o g i c s t a t ea n a l y z e r [ F i g . 2 ) .
Branching Out
T h e n e w M o d e l 1 6 0 0 A L o g i c S t a t eA n a l y z e r b r o a d ens this basic capability by being able to look at 16
l i n e s s i m u l t a n e o u s l y ,f o u r m o r e t h a n t h e i 2 - b i t c a p a -

bility of the earlier Model 1601L, When working
w i t h M o d e l 1 6 0 7A , M o d e l 1 6 0 0 A c a n l o o k a t a n d d i s play data appearing at 32 points (Fig. 3).
Two qualifier inputs have been added. When used
in the eUALIFIERDISeLAvmode, these rnake it possible to be selective in clocking data into menory.
For example, when monitoring a multi-use bus that
h a s t i m e - r n u l t i p l e x e d a d d r e s s e s ,i n s t r u c t i o n s , a n d
data, only the information pertinent to a particular
operation need be stored for display,

Fig. 2. Miniatureprobes facilitate connectians to closelt
rlrdueu rcrr pul//rr t ttc probes are corlnectedthroughshort
leausto ir'lsu!circrLtls
circul tcauing.
"t'llttnthepoosto nun;n''tze

brightened part way down the display.
Another added display mode is known as partial
display. This occurs automatically whenever the
rate of the clocks qualified by the DISPLAYqualifiers
is below 60 Hz. If the instrument is in the srART DISpLaY mode, the display shows the trigger word as
soon as it occurs (or the first word following the selected delay) and fills in each successive word as it is
clocked in. Previously the user had to wait for sixteen words to accumulate before the display would
show what had occurred.
In the case of partial display in the ENDDISPLAY
mode, each word is entered at the bottom of the display, pushing the others up. When the display is full,
each new word entering at the bottom pushes the top
word off the display. This continues until trigger conditions are met.
An "arm" mode is now provided for the trigger.
In this mode, the instrument does not respond to the
trigger word unless armed by a pulse at its anrrainput. This prevents the data acquisition cycle from
being initiated until some other event occurs.

Fig. 3. Models 16004and 1607A Logic StateAnalyzerswork
together to monitor and display 32-bit words, or work with
independentclocks to examinethe interactronbetween two
digital machines.The combinationof the two inslrumenlsls
known as the Model 16005.Model 1607Ahas mostof the capabilitiesof Model 16004and can workby itselfusingan oscil/oscope or CRT monitorfor the display.
The two qualifier inputs may also be used with the
trigger word, in effect giving an tB-bit trigger word.
Data may be clocked in at rates up to 20 MHz. This
speed allows tests to be conducted at the full operating rate of most digital systems, thereby uncovering

faults caused by circuit response-faults that do not
occur when a system is tested by single-stepping it at
a slow rate.
Positioning of the trigger word on the display has
been made more flexible in the new instrument. As
before, in the srART DISILAv mode, the trigger word
appears at the top of the displayed table and the next
mode,
fifteen words follow below. In the ENDDISPLAY
the trigger word appears at the bottom with the previous fifteen words above. In either case, the trigger
word is brightened to show its position. Now the
digital delay may be used with the ENDDISPLAYas
well as the sraRr DELAv mode, making it possible
to display events both prior to and immediately following the trigger word. The word at the top of the
display is the word that occurs fifteen clock periods
before the trigger word minus the selected delay. If
the delay is less than fifteen, the trigger word appears

Dual Data
Model 1600A has an auxiliary memory for storage of
A -r B] transfers
data. A front-panel pushbutton ISTORE
the data stored in the main memory (A) to the auxiliary
memory (B). The contents of each memory may be displayed separately or both may be displayed side by
side for comparisons.
To make it easier to compare stored data with new
data, a comparison mode lA & (A@B)] may be selected. The contents of the A memory are then displayed on the left half of the display while the right
half shows how the contents of B differ from A-bit
positions where the two memories are identical are
displayed as 0's, and bit positions where they differ
are displayed as l.'s (Fig. a). In addition, the 1's are
brightened to make them easier to identify.
To help find elusive errors, the instrument may be
operated in a HALTAIB mode in which the A memory
acquires the data in repeating data acquisition cycles
until there is a difference between the contents of
memories A and B. The instrument then reverts to
the single-cycle mode and stops acquiring data when
the current cycle is completed.
Map Display
A more comprehensive view of the operation of
digital machines is provided by a new capability in
Model 1600A. This is the vap mode.
When operating in the vAp mode, the new logic
state analyzer presents a digital word simply as a dot
on the CRT display. The position of the dot is determined by the word, one half of the word giving the
x-axis position and the other half giving the y-axis po-

Fig. 4. (Left) ln the co^,iPARtsaN
mode, 1's in the array on the right
half of the display show where bits
displayed on the left half differ
frnm

a

qtorcd

scotJence.

Fig. 5. (Right) In the MAPmode,
digital words are presented as
dots on the display, each word
having a unique position.Vectors
trace the digital sequence from
word to word. The cursor at bottom is a small circle positioned by
woRDswitches.
the TRrcGER

sition. Consequently, each word has a unique position on the CRT display.
In addition. the instrument traces lines from dot to
dot as it steps through a sequence of digital words
so each sequence of words generates a characteristic pattern (Fig. S). Once familiar with the patterns
generated by particular sequences of words, the user
can instantly recognize whether or not a particular
pattern is correct without having to do a state-by-state
study of the tabular listing.
The rraapmode also gives an indication of the relative frequency of occurrence of any state-the more
often a state repeats, the brighter its dot. In looking at
memory address lines, for example, this mode gives
a highly visible indication of which memory addresses are most often used and which are not used at
all.
Map Expansion
A display of os,sto dots would be difficult to
interpret so an EXpANn mode can be used with the
map. In the NORMALMAp mode, only the six most significant bits of each half of the word are used for
positioning, bits 10 through 15 for the vertical position and bits 2 through z for the horizontal position.
Bits 0, 1, 8, and 9 do not affect the positioning. In effect, 4096 dot positions are displayed.
The uxpaNo mode displays one of 1.6area subdivisions expanded to full screen. Bits 0, 1,8, and 9 then
affect the dot position, The area to be expanded is selected by a cursor, a small circle positioned by the
trigger-word switch register (Fig. s). Positioning the
cursor anywhere within one of the sixteen areas, outlined by marks fixed permanently on the CRT faceplate, selects that area for expansion.
When the map is expanded, the cursor can be positioned over any dot of interest. This dot then becomes
the trigger word when the instrument is switched
back to the rasr-s DISPLAYmode.
Accessory Logic State Analyzer
Model 1607A Logic State Analyzer (Fig. 3) is functionally similar to Model 1600A but it does not have

the auxiliary memory, the map mode, nor a CRT display. It has X, Y, and Z outputs, however, so it can
use almost any CRT monitor or oscilloscope for its display. This arrangement is attractive in some situations because the oscilloscope can also be used for
time-domain analyses, once Model 1607A working
in the data domain has pinpointed the problem.
Model L607A can work with Model 1600A to form
a logic state analyzer with 32 data channels. Data entered by way of Model 1,607A is presented on the
right half of Model 1600A's CRT display. The resulting display may show words 32 bits wide, or data may
be presented on part of the display while corresponding addresses or other signals are presented on
the remaining part.
When used with the 16004, Model 1607A adds
some special capabilities to the combination. For example, the two instruments may operate with independent clocks but in a "bus trigger" mode such that
triggering does not occur until trigger conditions are
met in both instruments simultaneously. This mode
might be used, for instance, when two digital machines communicate with each other but without
synchronization of their clocks. Machine I is in state
M when it transmits data over the interconnecting
bus to Machine II, and Machine II must be in state R
to receive the data. The bus trigger mode then detects
when states M and R exist simultaneously so the
state flow of Machine II can be monitored immediately following the receipt of data.
The Model 16074 rnay also supply the "arm"
signal for the Model 1600A so triggering of the
1600A can be inhibited until some other trigger word
is first detected by the 1607A.
Technical Details
The design of the new logic state analyzers involves
three general areas:
1. Trigger recognition and delay;
2. Data acquisition;
3. Data display.
Although conceptually the trigger recognition and
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VertlcalCount
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F19.6. Block diagram of the data acquisition circuits. Not shown, tor brevity, are the internal
gatesthat determinewhich of several inputswilltrigger a device, for examplethe "end" flipllop.

delay circuits are closely involved with data acquisition, they function independently. The trigger recognition circuit generatesan output pulse whenever the
trigger word is clocked in, assumingthe instrument is
armed, regardlessof what the rest of the instrument is
doing. These pulses are useful for synchronizing
other test equipment, such as a time-domain oscilloscope, and they can also be totaled by a counter,
giving the instrument the capabilities of a breakpoint
register. Following each trigger, a delayed pulse is
also supplied at a separateoutput connector on conclusion of the selected delay interval.
When the data acquisition circuits are enabled,the
trigger recognition circuits control data storage.Beginning with a word determined by the trigger word
and the mode selected (srARTDISpLAy,ENDDISpLAy,
etc.),eachsubsequentqualified word latched into the
input data register is stored in memory.
When 16 words have been stored,control is passed
automatically to the display circuits, which then display the data stored in memory. When the sINcln
mode is selected,the data is displayed continuously
until the RESET
button is pressed.In the REIETITIVE
mode, the data is retained on display for a period
determined by the DISILAvrlME control [200 ms to

5 s), after which control is passedback to the data
acquisition circuits. New data is then storedupon the
next occurrence of the trigger word.
A hierarchy of warning lights assiststhe operatorin
setting up the instrument. Whenever the average
clock rate or the qualifier, trigger, or arming ratesfall
below 5 Hz, the appropriate warning light turns on.
The lights are ranked as follows: clock, qualifier, and
trigger. For example, if there were no clock and no
trigger, only the No clocK light would turn on. No
but is
ARM,however, has precedenceover No TRIGGER
independent of the other warning lights.
DataInput
Data is entered by way of pods that can be placed
closeto the point of meaSurement.Each of the miniature circuit probes connects through a 30-cm length
of wire to a pod, six probesto a pod (Fig. z). This arrangement minimizes capacitive loading of the circuits under test.
The pods contain trigger circuits that decide
whether the voltagesensedby eachprobe representsa
"0" or a"L". The thresholdis fixed at *1.5V for TTL
circuits, or it can be switched on the instrument front
panel to VARIABLE,
and is then adjustableover a range

of +10v.
The digital word sensedby the probes is latched
into the input data register by the input clock pulses
(seethe block diagram,(Fig. 6).This occurson every
clock pulse, regardlessof the state of the qualifiers,
the Rnv input, or the selected display mode. Clock
pulses are supplied from an external source,usually
the system under test, and are subject to the same
threshold recognition criterion as the data.
The pattern recognition logic looks at the input
dataregistercontinuously, and when there is a match
between the input data and the front-panel tRlccrn
woRn switch register, the "local" flip-flop is triggered, initiating the data acquisition sequenceif the
instrument is in the LocAL mode. The "trigger bus"
line also attemptsto rise, but will not do so if it is held
down by any other instrument on the trigger bus,
Each instrument connected to the trigger bus drives
the bus with an open-collectorcircuit so the bus cannot rise until trigger conditions are met simultaneously by all bus-connected instruments. If the instrument is in the sus mode, data acquisition is not
initiated until the trigger bus rises.
The use of two trigger-generatingflip-flops makes
it possibleto have two instruments bus-connectedso
dataacquisition in one is dependenton trigger conditions being met in both instruments simultaneously,
while the other, operatedin the rocal mode, acquires
data any time its own trigger conditions are met.
Generation of a trigger also starts the delay
generator. The pattern trigger output remains true
until the delay generatorproducesthe delayedtrigger
pulse. If zero delay were selected,the delayedtrigger
would occur simultaneously with the pattern trigger.
TRIGGER
ARM,if selected,disablesthe local and trigger bus flip-flops until an arming input sets the arm
flip-flop. Then when trigger conditions are met, a
pattern trigger output is generatedand the arm flipflop is reset.
Qualifiers
The quarmlERinputs may be used in either of two
ways. When qualifying trigger words, the qualifiers
effectively becomepart of the trigger word, making it
18 bits wide. The two qualifier bits, however, are not
stored or displayed.
When qualifying the display, the qualifiers control
the entry of data: words can be clocked into memory
only when qualifying conditions are met. Similarly,
the delay generator counts only those clock pulses
that coincide with the qualifiers.
The DataAcquisitionCycle
When the display circuits relinquish control of the
instrument, they issue a data acquisition command.
This resetsthe trigger and delay generatorsand, if the

instrument is in the srARTDIspLAymode. resetsthe
data index counter and the "start" and "end" flipflops (Fig 6). The next qualified clock pulse switches
the memory addresslines to the addresscounter.
Occurrence of the trigger word sets the start flipflop. This enablesthe data index counter, which is
then incremented by each write pulse. The trailing
edge of the write pulse also increments the address
counter.
Each digital word latched into the input data register is written into memory at the addressindicated by
the addresscounter. This continues until the 16-state
data index reachesfull count, which resets the end
flip-flop, gating off the write-enable pulses and stopping the loading of data into memory. The end flipflop also setsthe "data ready" line true, indicating to
the display sectionthat data is complete and ready for
display.
When the instrument is operatedin the rruolrspr,ay
mode, the start flip-flop is preset, allowing the data
index counter to run. When the data index counter
reachesterminal count, it enablesthe end flip-flop.
Data is acquired until the next occurring trigger,
which stops data acquisition immediately and
switches memory control to the display section.
The count in the data index counter at any instant
indicates how many good words are in memory. The
addresscounter points to the next addressin memory
to be accessed.The difference between these two
counts is the addressof the first word of the current
data sequence.During the display cycle, the difference is added to the count in the display section's
vertical counter. The result is the addressof the next
word to be read out of memory for display.
Generatingthe Table Display
Wheneverthe data acquisition circuits set the data
ready line true, the display circuits take control of the
memory and read out and display the memory contents.
Readout is serial,with memory addressingcontrolled by two four-bit counters (Fig. z). The "vertical"
counter indicates the word to be read and the "horizontal" counter, working through a 1-of-16 multiplexer, selects the bit within that word to be displayed.
The horizontal counter is driven by an internallygenerated50-kHz clock. When it reachesstate 15, it
increments the vertical counter and then resets. In
this fashion, every bit addressin memory is polled.
The CRT beam is positioned by digital-to-analog
converters driven by the counters. The vertical
counter digits are weighted so a wider step occurs on
every other vertical address,spacing the lines on the
CRT in pairs for easier reading. A still wider step
occurs on every fourth line.

Data Ready
Blanking

To Read Addr$s
and
Partial Dlsplay
Computation

To CRT
Vertical
Dellection

Fig.7. Block diagram of the display circuits configured for display
of the table of 1's and 0's. When
operating in the REPETtnvr
mode,
display cycles repeat until the r,S.
pLAyrlMEcontrol(not shown) allows
the resetgeneratorto issuea data
acquisitioncommand. ln the sNctt mode, data acquisition is initiated only in responseto the frontpanel RESET
button.

A different method is used for spacing the columns
to give the operator a choice of grouping by three's,
for octal words, or by four's for hexadecimal words.
This is accomplished by using the contents of the
horizontal counter to address a ROM, which reads out
digital words that generate the appropriate horizontal
deflections when applied to the D-to-A converter.
Digits are written on the CRT by adding low-level
100-kHz sine waves to the deflection voltages. The
sine waves are shifted 90' with respect to each other
so the deflection voltages trace a small ellipse when a
"0" is indicated for display. When a "1" is indicated,
the sine wave to the horizontal circuits is gated off'
Both sine waves are turned off when the instrument
displays dots in the vnP mode.
The 100-kHz signal is divided by two to derive the
50-kHz clock for the horizontal counter. It also derives a 50-kHz square wave that blanks the CRT beam
for 10 prs while it moves to a new position, and then
unblanks it for 10 ps while the digit is written. When a
digit is to be brightened for the trigger word or the
A & (A @ B) mode, the clock input to the counters is
interrupted for two clock periods so the digit is written five times before the circuits step to the next digit.
When data from the auxiliarv memorv is to be dis-

played, the contents of the vertical and horizontal
counters are combined as an eight-bit address for
add.ressing the 256x 1-bit RAM. A dc offset voltage is
then added to the horizontal deflection to position the
auxiliary display to the right of the main display.
Data from a 16074 is displayed on a 1600A by
switching the 1600A's horizontal and vertical counters to interrogate the memory in the 1607A. The
value of each bit interrogated is returned to the 1 600A
for display (a multiconductor I/O bus interconnects
the two instruments).
Generating the Map Display
When the instrument is operated in the vap mode,
the 16-bit word in memory addressed by the vertical
counter is applied directly to the D-to-A converters
(Fig. 8). Bits 2 through 7 are applied to the horizontal
axis and bits ro through 15 to the vertical axis. Each
word thus appears as a dot at a particular location on
the CRT display.
No blanking signals are supplied between dots so
the CRT beam traces a line as it moves from dotto dot.
To make the lines visible, the display clock rate is
slowed to 25 kHz and RC networks are switched into
the deflection amplifiers to slow the transient re-
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sponse. The RC response characteristic retards the
CRT beam as it approaches the next position, brightening the trace there to give an indication of direction.
The address of a particular dot can be determined
with the MAp LocAToR cursor. When all rO words
stored in memory have been displayed, the digitalto-analog converters are switched to the front-panel
switch register, which provides the digital information for positioning the CRT beam. The phase-shifted
100-kHz sine waves are then added to the deflection
voltages, the CRT beam is unblanked, and a small
circle is written at that position.
In the EXIANDMAp mode, the D-to-A converters are
switched to bits 0 to 5 (horizontal) and 8 to 13 (vertical). The CRT is blanked, however, until bits 6,7 ,14,
and 15 of the word being read out of memory agree
with the corresponding bits of the front-panel switch
register. Hence, only those words lying within the
same sector as the cursor are displayed. If two successive words are not in the same sector. the direction
vector is blanked to prevent the presentation of misleading lines.
If the instrument is mapping in the repetitive mode,
memory control is returned to the data acquisition
circuits following the generation of the cursor. A new
sequence of 16 words is then acquired and displayed.
The short display cycle (200 ms) and the persistence
of the CRT phosphor cause the map to appear as a

Fig.8, In the MAPmode, the clock
pulses (divided by 2) go directly
to the "vertical" counter so addresses are read out at a 25 kHz
rate. When the vertical counter
reaches terminal count, the data
se/ecfors switch to the fronlpanel
switch register and a cursor ls
traced at lhe address indicated.

Inside the Model 1607A Logic
State Analyzer
The Model 16074 Logic StateAnalyzerwas designedwith a
dual purposein mind:(1) to serveas an extensionof the Model
16004 Logic State Analyzerand (2) to functionindependently
as the logic state input for laboratoryoscilloscopes.
Dataacquisitionis performedin the Model 16074Logic State
Analyzerin exactlythe same way that it is in the Model 16004,
However,to make the 1607A compatible with as many CRT
displaysand oscilloscopesas possible,there are some differences in the way the display section works. For example, an
extrastateis insertedfollowingstate15 in the horizontalcounter.
Thisadds 20ps to the retracetimeto allowsufficientsettllngtime
for oscilloscopesthat have limited horizontalbandwidth,
The amplitudesof the X, Y, and Z outputs are adjustableto
accommodatethe inputsettingsof the associatedoscilloscope.
This allows the user to switch back and forth between timedomain and data-domaindisplayswith a minimumof readjustment. Also, since the z-axis inputof most scopes is on the rear
panel and is not switchable,a switchfor disablingthe z-axis
signalis providedon the fronfpanelof Model 16074.
Anotherproblemin compatibility
concernedthe trigger-word
intensification.
Becauseof the non-linear
characteristics
of the
z-axisin mostscopes,and also becauseof defocussingeffects,
it was difficultto definea universalbrighteningscheme.Therefore,trigger-wordbrighteningis accomplishedby writingthe
triggerword fourtimes beforeproceedingto the nextword.This
is done by interceptingthe horizontalcountercarry bit four times
beforeincrementing
the verticalcounter.
Thomas Saponas

provided by product managers Dick Cochran and
Bruce Farly.e

composite of several 16-word sequences.
Blanking
Some 23 variables are involved in determining
whether or not to blank the CRT beam, making this
the most complex function in the display circuit.
In addition to those blanking signals already mentioned, a blanking signal is generated for unused columns to the left of the most significant digit. This
signal is generated by a comparator. Whenever the
output of the D-to-A converter connected to the horizontal counter exceeds a voltage set by the cor,uvtt
BLANKINGcontrol, the comparator blanks the beam.
When channel B is displaying data stored in the
auxiliary memory, column blanking in both channels
is controlled simultaneously. Blanking for the partial
display mode is achieved by comparing the count in
the vertical counter to the count in the data acquisition section's data index counter. The beam is
blanked whenever the vertical count exceeds the data
index count because data in memory from that point
on is "old" data not wanted on the display.
When the instrument is not in the partial display
mode (qualified clock rate >50 Hz), the channel A
display is blanked until 16 words are in memory and
the trigger word is detected.
There are some differences in the blanking of channels A and B. When channel B displays data from a
1607A, column blanking, partial-display blanking,
and so on for channel B are controlled by the 1607A,
except in the A&A@B mode (channel B displaying
differences between 1600A and tgOzA dataJ. In this
case, channel B column and row blanking is controlled by both the 1600A and t0ozA to prevent more bits
being displayed than are actually being compared.
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InPut

OscilloscopeTriggering on
Digital Events
By presentingdigital signals in the time domain, oscilloscopescan helpfindthe sourcesof problemscausedby propagationdelays,transientspikes,noise,ringing,and inadequate
pulseamplitudein digitalsystems.lsolatinga shortsegmentof
a long digitalsequencefor detailedanalysis,however,is very
dilficultif not impossiblewith a conventional
scope.One of the
advantagesof the logicstateanalyzersistheirabilityto provide
the triggerrecognition
neededfor oscilloscope
analysisof digital sequences.A numberof otheraccessorieshave been developedto facilitatethis use of an oscilloscope.

Four-Channel Monitoring
T h e m o s t b a s i c o f t h e t r i g g e r r e c o g n i z e r sa r e t h e H P
10250-series
TriggerProbes.Eachof thesemonitorsup to four
digitalchannelsand wheneverthe bits appearingsimultaneouslyin the data streamsmatchthe patternestablishedby the
probe's switches,the output goes high, providinga trigger
suitablefor an oscilloscopeor otherinstrument.
Threeare offered.Model 102504has triggerlevelssuitable
for monitoring
TTLcircuits,Model10251AoperateswithCMOS
circuits,and Model102524withECLcircuits.Theyare powered
by the deviceundertestthroughseparateconnections
and can
operateat batratesup to 10 lvlHz.

streamfromthe recognition
word.lt can alsomonitorup to eight
data streamssimultaneously
and workseitherasynchronously,
as do the 10250-series
TriggerProbes,or synchronously
when
connectedto a systemclock.
Thisdevicealsohasa ninthinput(GArE)
thatcan be usedas a
qualifierto preventa triggeroutputuntilsome othereventoccurs.Theceru inputalsoenablestwo or moreLogicTriggersto
be operatedin parallelfor triggerrecognitionof wider words,
A handymethodof settingthe delayhas beendevised:holding downa pushbutton
causesthe delayinterval,
indicatedby a
LED display,to increase,Holding down anotherpushbutton
causesthe delayto decrease.Pressingboth buttonsat once
immediately
resetsthe delayto 1 bit.
A level lowerthan +0.8V is interpretedas a logic "0" and
levelshigherthan +2V as logic "1's". Maximumbit rate is 15
MHz. lt is poweredby an external5 V and draws 300 mA.

Sixteen-ChannelMonitoring, Parallel or Serial
Themostversatilelogictriggeristhe HP Model16204Pattern
Analyzer.
This instrument
operateswith eitherparallelor serial
data streams.Whenoperatingin the parallelmode,it monitors
up to 16linesand generatestriggersin exactlythe sameway as
the Models16004and 16074LogicStateAnalyzers,usingthe
same kind of probe pods and bit-recognition
circuits.
Model1620Aworksat bit ratesup to 20 MHz.Unlikethe Logic
StateAnalyzers,however,it can alsowork in an asynchronous
mode withoutinput clock pulses-an outputtriggeris generatedwheneverthe data in all selectedchannelssimultaneously
matchesthe front-panelswitchregister.To preventtransients
fromgeneratingfalsetriggers,filterspreventthe generation
of a
triggeruntilthe inputdata has been held for a selectedtime.
The serialmode is usefultor triggeringon specificportionsof
l o n g d i g i t a l s e q u e n c e sl i k e t h o s e e n c o u n t e r e di n d i s c
memories.In the serialmode,Model.16204generatesa trigger
when a sequencein the incomingbit streammatchesthe pattern set on the front-panelswitchregister,
The serialmode has a qualifierinput (thereare no qualifier
inputsin the parallelmode),Thisallowspatternrecognition
to be
suppresseduntilthe qualifierinputgoes true. In addition,the
viewing"window"can be delayedwith respectto the qualifier.
The delay preventsbit-streamcomparisonuntilthe numberof
clock pulsesindicatedon the rnnueoernvcontrolhas occurred
afterthe qualifiergoes true.

Eight-Channel Monitoring and Delay
The Model12304LogicTriggeraugmentsthisbasicrecognition capabilityby adding digitaldelay, making it possibleto
"window"up to 9998clock oulsesdownmovethe observation
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UnravellingProblemsin the Designof
BasedSystems
Microprocessorsysfemis
The debuggingof a microprocessor-based
providesan
that
instrument
expeditedconsiderablyby an
of what'sgoingoninsidethesystem.
disclosure
appropriafe
by WilliamE. Wagner

cessing system that acceptshexadecimal data either
COME into
A S LOW-COSTMICROPROCESSORS
from
a keyboard or a tape input and displays alphaof
applirange
new
a
whole
use,
.la. widespread
data on a CRT terminal.
ennumeric
design
for
the
electronic
up
cations is opening
elements were required to implement
basic
Four
problems.
range
of
whole
new
gineer. So is a
(Fig.
1): a microprocessing unit (MPU)
the
system
is
system
microprocessor-based
The designer of a
that provides the necessary data manipulation, a
faced with the need for unravelling problems in four
read-only memory (ROM) that contains executive
(3)
(2)software,
combina(1)hardware,
generalareas:
control, a 4-kilobyte random-accessmemory (RAM)
(4)
information
hardware,
and
tions of software and
is,
for temporary data storage,and a peripheral interface
that
peripheral
devices,
from
to
and
transfer
adapter (PIA) that provides communications with
fabricaand
port.
in
the
design
To
assist
I/O
acrossan
the keyboard, tape unit, and CRT display.
of
micromany
manufacturers
these
systems,
tion of
Interconnectionsamong these modules is made by
processorsoffer diagnostic-simulatorsranging in
complexity from a few simple switches to massive three buses: an 8-bit bidirectional bus for data
transfer to and from the MPU, a 1O-bit addressbus,
kilobyte minicomputer systems.These,however, are
and a control bus. The control bus includes a requestdepurpose
the
of
assisting
for
express
the
designed
signal that sigfor-interrupt line GnQ),a READ/wRITn
parof
the
microprocessors
in
use
of
the
sign engineer
nifies the direction of data to or from the MPU, and a
ticular manufacturer. Such systems concentrate on
signal that results from the logical
MASTER-ENAnIe
software d6bugging with minimum attention paid to
ANDing of the phase-2 clock with vva (valid memthe hardware. Adaptability is not an inherent trait
ory address),a signal generatedby the MPU.
of these machines.
The system prototype also included a ROM that
Fortunately, the development of general-purpose
had a diagnostic program with the following capabimeasurementtools has been keeping pace with the
lities: examine and change, if required, the contents
needsof the design engineer.Firstthere was the Hewof any memory location in RAM, load data into RAM
lett-PackardModel 5000A Logic Analyzer, that profrom tape, transfer memory to tape, set and remove
vided meansfor examining the content of serial data
program breakpoints,and display the contents of the
streams,then the Model 1601L Logic StateAnalyzer
MPU registers when a breakpoint is encountered.
that did the samefor parallel logic streams, and now
the Model 16005 Logic State Analyzer, described in
Debuggingthe System
this issue, that expands on the capabilities of the
Beforefirst turn-on of a new system,a dc continuity
earlier instruments.
check is made and driving functions, e'g., the twoIt is the purpose of this article to illustrate the usephase clock, are checked as a prelude to assembling
fulness of the Model 1600Sby examplesof typical apthe entire system. All I/O devices not mandatory for
plications. These examples are drawn from the authe start up are either removed or disabled.
thor's experiencewith one of several designs of sysThese things having been done for our example
tems using microprocessors.
system, start-up could then be examined. The startAn InformationProcessingSystem
up procedure for the particular microprocessorused
The design example concerns an information prois as follows:
12

Bus Trigger

Test
lnstrumentation
Microprocessol
System

1&BitAddresslBus

2 l/O Ports

Enable=VMAxd2

Fig. 1. Microprocessot-based
system ls shown in block diagram
form below the dotted line. Connections to test instrumentation
above dotted line are shown.

8-Blt Data Bus

1. The MPU reads the data at memory location
FFFE (hexadecimal notation) and internally
transfersthat 8-bit byte of data to the most significant
bits of the 16-bit program counter.
2. The microprocessor then reads memory location FFFF and transfersthat byte to the Ieast signifi
cant bits of the program counter.
3. The microprocessor then begins execution of
the program at the address to which the program
counter is pointing.
The Model 16005 Logic State Analyzer was connected to the system in the manner shown in Fig. 1.
The trigger word was set to FFFF to show how the
system operatesafter the start-up procedure.
The result of the initial start-up is shown in Fig. 2.
The trigger word FFFF is shown at the top of the columns displaying the 16 addressbits on the left. The
word immediately following, howevet, is 0000,
which is not the word that is supposed to be there.
Furthermore, the columns on the right, which show
the sNasrr bit and the eight data bits, are all zeroes.
Here is an indication of the source of the problem:
since the ENABLEsignal never reaches the logic-1
state, none of the circuit elements external to the
microprocessor become enabled, specifically the
ROM, so valid data never appearson the bus.
The remaining addresseson display indicate that
the microprocessoris sequentially reading every addressstarting with 0000. Switching the logic stateanalyzer to the MAP mode (Fig. 3) confirms that the
microprocessor does indeed step through every ad-

dress looking for an instruction other than NoP (no
operation), and never finding one.
Since the ENABLEpulse was at fault, an oscilloscope was used to examine the inputs to the ENABLE
AND gate. Here it was found that both VMA and the
{2 clock reached the logic-1 state simultaneously,
yet the output remained at logic 0. ObviouslY, the
gate was defective.
This problem, easily corrected, seems elemental
but without the insight provided by the logic state
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From HP 16074

From
HP '6(x'A

Enable:d2xVltA
415

AO

= NOP
: NOP

I

I

: NOP

Fig. 2. Logic State Analyzer display of the initial start-up
routine of the systemof Fig. 1. Unused channels9 through
15 on the right half of the display are blanked by the columnblankinocontrol on the Model 1607A.

FFFF

Fig.3. Map display of the address sequence following initiai
start-up of the system of Fig. 1. Uniform appearance of dots
indicates that the system is stepping through every address
(exposure was for lwo seconds to allow gaps caused by
loadlhen-displaysequence to be filled in).
analyzer's simultaneous
display of many channels,
it would have taken much longer to track it down.

This example also illustrates another useful trait of
the logic state analyzers: they often reveal information about a system that would otherwise remain
undetected. In this case, the logic state analyzer revealed that the microprocessor interpreted 00 on the
data lines as NoP (no operation). The manufacturer's
literature specified that 02 would be interpreted as
NoP but it said nothing about 00.
Closed Port
The next problem encountered involved an interaction between the software and the machine's hardware. This particular machine was structured to minimize the time between a request for interrupt service
and the response to that request by use of the command "wait for interrupt" (wAI). It was found, however, that once the microprocessor entered the wait
state, it would refuse to respond to external conditions satisfying the criteria for interrupt service.
To track down the problem, a short test program
was entered into RAM storage by way of the diagnostic. It had two steps: (1) set the stack pointer to a
known address, and (2) execute wAI.
The result is shown in Fig. 4. The trigger word for
the logic-state analyzer was set at 0200, the address
of the hexadecimal word 8E, as shown on the data
bus portion of the display. This instructs the MPU to
set the stack pointer (LDS).The next two addresses
load the two bytes of the address 07FF, the highest
location in RAM, into the stack pointer register.
The next address in the program (0203) places the
wait-for-interrupt (WAI) command, 3E, on the data
bus. It so happens that this particular MPU has a
"look-ahead" feature that places the next address
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from the program counter on the address bus while
the MPU is executing the current instruction. Thus,
0204 appears on the address bus as the MPU starts
execution of the wAI command, but it is not used.
The RsenlwRITE line then goes to the logic-O or
"write" state.
We can now trace the operation of the wAI as the
contents of the seven registers internal to the MPU
are loaded into the memory stack, beginning with
07FF and stepping down from this location. It is
noted, however, that when the contents of the seven
registers are loaded in memory, vMA goes to the
logic-0 state and as a result, so does ENABLE.Here,
then, is the source of the problem. The peripheral interface adapter requires a clock pulse to transfer data
across the I/O ports. This clock pulse was provided by
ENABLEbut since ENABLEwas no longer present, there
was no way for an interrupt request to be transferred
across the port! Clearly, a modification of either the
hardware or the software was in order.
It was decided to modify the software by implementing the wRt command step-by-step. The resulting subroutine transfers the contents of the MPU
registers into memory and then enters a tight closed
loop, as shown in Fig. 5a. The loop consists simply of
one instruction: "branch always" (hex 20). This
causes the program to loop back on itself. Branch
always is a double byte word with the first byte being
the instruction and the second byte being the relative
offset that tells the microprocessor how far and in
what direction to move in the program. Since the
move is backwards, and since the system does not
respond to negative numbers, the offset is expressed
in two's complement form, and because the microprocessor has the built-in look-ahead feature, it has
to move back two steps.
As a result of this software change, vMA returns

VMAx@2-Enable

R/W
VMA

Data Bus
Set Stack Pointer

)

roor"""
Waittor Interrupt

MPU Registers are
Stored on Stack
Beginning with 07FF

Fig.4. Logic StateAnalyzer display of the testprogram used
to find a problem in the request-for-interruptroutine.

Voltage : 5.25

Voltage : 4.95

E:VMAxOz
D7
DO

Note that E is Late
26
FE
Had not
Reached
Logic 0
Level

BRA
Offset
Not Valid
Slnce
VMA=0

Fig. 5. Revlsed wait-for-interrupt loop executes properly when
the supply voltageis 5.25volts(a).
lncorrect information appears on
the data bus (b) when the supply
voltage drops to 4.95 volts.

(b)

(a)

instrument was reset to clock in data on the falling
edge of S2,ttre correct data, as shown in Fig. 5a, then
appeared on the display. What would this indicate?
If the data was valid on the falling edge of @2but
not on the rising edge, this indicates that the data is
still in a transitional state on the rising edge.
An examination of the ROM circuits disclosed
the source of the problem: the two-state NMOSto-TTL buffer between the address bus and the ROMs
used a CMOS inverter, a device whose propagation delay is notoriously sensitive to the operating voltage.
This buffer was replaced by a "bus extender", a single-stage device whose propagation delay is not so
sensitive to voltage. That cured the problem.

to the logic-1 state. Therefore the ENABLEsignal was
present for clocking the PIA when the criteria for interrupt were established in the external system.
Voltage Sensitivity
It was found that occasionally, for no apparent reason, the MPU would exit the new wAI loop without
being generated. This was traced to a
an INTERRUTT
hardware dependence on voltage-the system would
fail in a random unpredictable fashion if the supply
voltage dropped lower than 4.95 volts.
Operation at 4.95 volts is shown in Fig. 5b. A clue
to the problem lay in the fact that the MPU appeared
to operate properly even though the data bus had erroneous information. The key factor here was that
the logic-state analyzer had been set to clock in the
data bus on the rising edge of the @2pulse. When the

Weak Pulse
As a final example, a problem was encountered in

Address Bus

lnformation
Display:
24 Lines x 80
Characters

I Key Depressed

| 4-Bit Data Bus

&Bit DataBus

L -

-

-

)ExternalSystem
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Fig. 6. lnterconnection of peripheral interface adapter and
externaldevlces.

V"c = 5V

, 1600A
Triggel
Strobe

Logic 1

Fig.7. Logic StateAnalyzer display of the CRT display interrupt
routine (a). A repetitive store
operation resu/ts fsee text). OsciL
/oscope examination of the CB2
pulse(b) showsinsufficientamplitude which was corrected (d) by
removal of a solder bridge. System then operates correctly (c).

2.8V
Undefined
Region

0.8v

t-osicof

V
the interaction of the microprocessor with the CRT
display. A request from the display for data would be
entered into the peripheral interface adapter thereby
generating an interrupt. When the interrupt service
routine determined that it was the CRT that requested service, the appropriate data would be
placed on the data lines and latched into the PIA. It
was found that the data was never displayed.
The PIA had been programmed to generate a "data
present" pulse delayed in time by one ENABLEpulse
following the write command to the PIA. The pulse
was the strobe that informed the display terminal
that a new byte of data was available. This did not
happen when the system was running.
The logic state analyzer was connected as before
with the CB2 (data present) line added to the display
(Fig. 0). The trigger word was set for address 800,4',
which is the location of the data register conesponding to the input port on the CRT display terminal.
Tracing the sequence of a CRT test program in Fig.
7a, a loop is noted beginning at address 0080, which
is the command to store the contents of accumulator
A (STA A) at address 800A. As Fig. 7a shows, the
program immediately jumps back to address 0080
and it continues this way, repetitively storing the contents of the A accumulator in the memory location reserved for the PIA. An examination of the CB2 line in
Fig. 7a discloses that it fails to go low for one ENABLE
cycle following the instruction wRITE to location
800A. This identified the problem.
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An oscilloscopewas used to observethe CB2 line.
The scopewas triggeredby the trigger output of the
Logic State Analyzer, with 800A being the trigger
word. The result is shown in Fig. 7b. The upper
trace is the trigger pulse and the lower trace is the
CB2 pulse. A negative-goingpulse does indeed appear on the CB2 line, but it is of insufficient amplitude to establishthe logic-0 state.
A few minutes examination of the circuit board revealed a small solder bridge which, when removed,
resulted in the pulse as shown in Fig. 7d. This corthe fault, as shown in Fig. 7c.O
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A MultichannelWordGeneratorfor Testing
DigitalGomponentsand Systems
Thisinstrument
supp/ieseight32-bitserialwords
at clockrafesup to 50 MHz or, conversely,
simultaneously
parallel
words.Versatile
outputsadapt the
32 B-bit
generatorto a wide range of festsinvolvingdigital
assemblies,
and databuses.
componenfs,
by Arndt Pannach and Wolfgang Kappler

digital circuits. It provides multichannel bit patterns
and suppliesthem with the flexible clocking, delay,
and control of output parametersneededfor generalpurposetesting.It haseight datachannelsplus clock,
strobe,and two sync outputs.
There are no restrictions other than length on the
bit patternsthat can be generatedby this instrument.
The user is thus free to use whatever patterns he
needs to do worst-casetesting of his devices. A
32-bit word may be selectedindividually for each
data channel and stored as the digital pattern to be
generatedfor that channel. Alternatively, data may
be enteredas 8-bit parallel bytes, the instrument thus
having the capacityto store32 8-bit bytes.The serial

C IGNAL SOURCES HAVING BUT ONE or two
rJ output channels often fall short of providing realistic test signals for today's complicated circuits.
Providing stimuli for testing digital components
and assemblies is primarily a multichannel affair. A
mixture of binary data and pulse-type signals-address, data, clock, flag, enable, strobe, to name a
few-usually is required. Because these signals are
not always identical in form, digital device testing
has generally required an array of interconnected
pulse generators and digital pattern generators, or a
dedicated automatic system.
Described here is an instrument (Fig. 1) designed
to meet the requirements for testing the new breed of

Fig. 1. Model 8016A Word
Generatorhas eight output channels. each supplying an independently-selectable 32-bit
digital word at btt rates up to 50
MHz. Operator control of the
output pulse parametersbroadens
the range of applications for
this instrument.
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Fig. 2. Easic block diagram of the Model 8016A Word
Generator. The use of a programmable memory gives complete freedom in the choice of bit patterns.

words are useful for testing shift registers, tape
drives. and communications links. Parallel words
are needed for testing LSI devices like memories,
arithmetic logic units, digital subassemblies, and
data buses.
Serial words may also be cascaded to give longer
patterns. For example, the instrument may be set to
give four 64-bit words simultaneously, or two
128-bit words, or one 256-bit word.
In either the parallel or serial mode, digital test patterns are supplied by the new word generator at
clock rates up to 50 MHz, enabling tests of the majority of devices at their maximum rates.
Data Loading and Fetching
The central building block of the instrument is a
high-speed semiconductor memory, as shown in
Fig. 2. The memory content is read out nondestructively to supply the bit patterns to the output circuits.

A major question facing the designers of this instrument was: how should the data be entered? The frontpanel had to be organized in a way that would make
operation as self-explanatory as possible. It would
have to provide a convenient means of entering 256
bits of new data while being able to tell the user what
was already in memory.
The use of zS0 front-panel switches was considered too cumbersome so a matrix scheme was
adopted. As shown in Fig. 3, the instrument's memory is accessedby a 16-bit row register and an 8-bit
column register. Each bit in either register is controlled by a data-setting/resetting pushbutton and its
status is displayed by the adjacent LED indicator.
The LED is illuminated if the bit is a logic "1".
A serial word is set into the row register. Pressing
the LOAD pushbutton transfers the selected word into the memory channel selected in the column register, as shown in Fig. 3a. When more than one channel
is addressed, the data is loaded simultaneouslv into
a l l s e l e c t e dc h a n n e l s .
Pressing the rnrcH oarR pushbutton results in a
nondestructive readout, transferring the data in any
addressed channel back into the row register. The
fetched data is then displayed on the LEDs.
To further reduce the number of pushbuttons, each
memory channel is divided into two 16-bit subunits. Another pushbutton determines whether the 16
bits in the row register are to go into the 1,-76or 77-32
positions in the memory. If all 3z bits of a channel
need to be loaded or fetched, the load or fetch operation is performed twice.
In the parallel mode, an 8-bit byte is entered into the
column register and the desired column address is
entered in the row register, as shown in Fig. 3b. As in

i
o o.o.

o a o a o o o a o o a 1 ' ;1, 6, ,a ' o

oooooooooooooooo

ffi

o
o
a
o

o
o
O

a
o
a
a
o

o
o

Fig. 3. X-y coordinateorganizationof the switchessimplifiesthe manualloading and recall ol
data. ln the SERIAL
mode (lett), a ser/a/wor'dis s et up in the row register and the channel address
is se/ecfed in the column register. ln the zARALLEL
mode (right), a parallel word is set up in the
column register and the byte address ls se/ecfed in the row register.
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the serial mode, loading and fetching are implemented by the toao and FETCHpushbuttons.
Data may also be loaded by way of a card reader, a
calculator, or a minicomputer. With an optional circuit card and connector installed, the new word generator is compatible with the HP Interface Bus and can
function as a bus "listener" to accept bit patterns from
external devices (see box). A marked-card reader
working through the bus proves to be a fast and convenient way to load the memory, especially if the
test patterns have to be changed frequently. The card
reader is particularly advantageous for testing on the
production line, not only because of the speed of
entry (2 seconds per card), but also because human
error is avoided in loading the data.

Word Generator Operation with
the HP Interface Bus
Digitalpatternscan be loadedinto the Model 8016AWord
Generatorby way of the HP lnterfaceBus (HP-lB),thus making
it relativelyeasy to includethe Word Generatorin automatictest
systems.'
An example of the ease of programmingthe word generator
is shown below. This is a mark-sensecard used by a card
reader to programthe 80164 to accept new bit patterns.The
samecommandscouldjust as easilybe enteredby a calculaIOrOr COmOUter.

Clocking and Cycling
The bit rate may be controlled by an internal clock
generator over a range of o.s Hz to 50 MHz, It may also be controlled by an external source of clock pulses
over a range of 0 to 50 MHz. The external pulses may
be of either polarity. Internal controls permit selection of the trigger threshold and input impedance,
enabling direct triggering from TTL (1kO input) or
ECL (50O) circuits.
Words may also be read out one bit at a time with a
front-panel pushbutton. This allows time for the user
to verify the truth tables of tested circuits with a logic
probe (power for HP logic probes is provided at frontpanel connectors). As a further convenience, when
the instrument is in the manual mode the column
LEDs light up to show the bits present at the output at
any instant, and the row LEDs show the address of
the bit pattern present at the output.
Three modes of word cycling are provided. In the
AUTo cycle mode, words are generated repetitively.
In the sINGLEcycle mode, one complete word is
generated in response to an externally-supplied trigger or to each actuation ofthe STARTpushbutton. A
cATED cycle mode is enabled by an internal switch.
In this mode, words are generated continuously as
long as an externally-supplied gating signal is at a
logic high, a feature that is useful for external startstop operation. Regardless of when the gating signal
goes back to a logic low, the word sequence is always
completed.

The firstcommand(UNL)on the card "unaddresses"all listenerson the bus so otherinstruments
in the systemwill notattempt to respondto the commandsfor the word generator.The
secondcommand(MLA)addressesthe 80164, Whenthusaddressed,the 80164 respondsto information
on the bus. Otherwise it would ignoreit. ln the case shown,the addressis "1"
coded in ASCll,Internalswitchesenablethe userto selectanv
addressbetween0 and 9 for the 80164.
The third commandon the card (GTP)is the instruction
to
load data in the parallelmode.The datathenfollows.The B-bit
bytesare markedin columns1 through8 on the card, which
correspondto the B data channelsin the instrument.
Column9
indicateswhetherthe informationis a commandor data; no
mark indicatesdata.
Whenit receivesthe GTP(go to parallel)command,the word
generator stops its current readout, loads the data from the
card and it restartsdata generationwhen byte 32 has been
loaded. lf less than 32 bytes are to be loaded, the startgenerationcommand(SDG)must followthe last byte.
In the serialmode,the data immediately
followingthe load-in
serialcommand(GTS)is interpreted
as a channelnumber.The
32 bits for that channelare enteredin the next four 8-bit bytes
and the number followingis interpretedas anotherchannel
address. Channelscan be entered in any order, but the startdata-generationcommand (SDG) must be used to restart
data generation,
The srRoeeword is enteredsimilarlyusing the strobe-bytefollowscommand(SBF).The 8-bit byte immediately
following
SBF assignsthe strobeword to one or more segmentsof the
serializeddata and the strobe word follows in the next four
B-bitbytes.
The SDGcommandinitiatesa new readout,Whenthe instrument is in the STNGLE
cyclEmode,it runsthroughone complete
word-generation
cycle in responseto the SDGcommand,then
generates
stops.Whenin the AUrocycle mode,the instrument
words repetitively
untilreceiptof a load command.

Flexible Outputs
Pulse parameter flexibility was given the new word
generator so the testing requirements of a variety of
devices can be met. This flexibility also contributes
to the simulation of worst-case conditions.
Each data channel (and the strobe channel) has an
assigned NRZ/RZ pushbutton switch. In the NRZ format, most often used to simulate address and data signals, each logic "1" maintains its high level for the
full duration of the clockperiod (Fig. +). In the RZ for-

.0.W. RicciandP.S.Stone,"PuttingTogether
lnstrumentation
Systems
at MinimumCost,"
Hewlett-Packard
Journal,January1975.
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mat, each logic "1" maintains its high level for only
part of the clock period, returning to zero before the
start of the next clock period. The RZ format permits
generation of pulse-like signals such as clock and
enablepulses.The pulse width for all channelsoperating in the RZ mode is determined by a single control that has a span of 1o to 1000 ns in two ranges.
Eachdata channel has two outputs, one for the true
data and one for the complement.The output level is
selectable,giving levels appropriate either for driving TTL circuits or for driving ECL circuits. All output ports have a 50O source impedance simplifying
the interface to the tested circuits; reflections from
impedance mismatches in the external signal path
are absorbedand thus do not distort the waveforms.
ControllableDelays
To simulate real operating conditions, the signals
in the even-numberedchannels,and also in the clock
and strobe channels, can be delayed up to 1000 ns
with respect to signals in the odd-numbered channels (Fig. 4). Thesedelays permit the user to explore
critical timing conditions, as in analyzing the performance of data buses and interface cards.
The delaysare not only useful in simulating worstcaseconditions, but they are also mandatory in certain situations, such as writing data into a semiconductor memory where the write pulse is applied a
prescribed period of time after the addressand data
have been applied.
AuxiliaryOutputs
The word generator has four auxiliary outputs in
addition to the eight data outputs. The crocx output supplies pulses at the actual bit rate, producing
RZ pulses with logic levels determined by the seIected logic mode (TTL or ECL).The pulses may be

varied in width by the master RZwIDTHcontrol and
may be separatelydelayed from 0 to 1000 ns with respect to the nondelayabledata channels.
Two framing pulses are provided, the FIRSTBIT
trigger, which occurs only on the first bit of the data
sequenceand the LASTBITtrigger which occurs onIy on the last bit, whether or not channels are serialized. These pulses are always in the NRZ format.
The srnosu output performs two functions.
When channels are not serialized, the stRosE functions as a ninth 32-bit channel that can be loaded
and fetched the same as the data channels. Having
nine channels makes it possible to supply three octal words in parallel to external devices.When channels are serialized, the strobe channel can be assigned to read out simultaneously with any of the
32-bit serialized segments that make up the data
stream (Fig. s). This mode is useful as a source of
framing pulses or qualifiers to be used with the
main data channels.It can also be used as a movable
sync pulse to obtain a jitter-free oscilloscope display of any part of a long data stream.
TechnicalDetails
A more detailed block diagram of the Model
8016A Word Generatoris shown in Fig. 6. The memory is composedof a bank of toxl-bit ECL RAMs,
with two RAMs for each channel. To obtain bit rates as
high as 50 MHz during readout,theRAMs are divided
into two groups with the odd-numbered bits stored
in one group and the even-numberedbits stored in
the other. Readoutfrom the two RAM groups is multiplexed to form single data streams.The RAMs thus
operateat a maximum speed of zS MHz but the data
streamsare interleaved to produce output patterns at
bit rates up to 50 MHz.

Channel 1
Clock
Channel 4

Channel 1

Strobe

Channel2

First Bit

Channel 4

Fig. 5. Operation in the serialized mode. Channel 1 (top
trace) outputs its pattern repetitively,ln thrs case eight 1's
alternated with 0's followed by a string of sixteen 0's. Channel
4 outputschannels1,2,3, and 4 in series.The srnoaeword is
assigned to all four channels producing a wordJraming pulse
for dividing the serial steam into 16-bit words. The Hnsrafi
triggeroccursonlyonthefirstbitof theserializeddata stream.

Fig.4. Typical pulse trains provided by the Model 80164
Word Generator.Thetop trace is the clock output. Themiddle
traces are channels 1 and 2 in the NRZ format and the bottom
trace is channel 4 in the RZ format. Channels 2 and 4 are
delayed with respect to channel 1. (Oscilloscopesettngs:
vertical, 2Vldiv; horizontal, 200 nsldiv.)
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Problem Solutions with the
Model 8016A Word Generator
The developmentand test of digitallCs and the designand
test of logic systemsat the module level (PC boards),the unit
level(peripherals),and the systemlevelcan all benefitfromthe
capabilitiesof the Model 80164 Word Generator.The unrestrictedchoice of digitalpatternsprovidedby this instrument
allowsselectionof the necessarytest patterns,worst-casepatterns, and invalidpatternsfor thoroughcheckoutof a device's
delays,besidesenabling
behavior.The variableinterchannel
testsof minimumset-upand holdtimes,also make it easierto
identifythe sourcesof crosstalkand "glitches".Varyingchannel
delaysone by one helpsidentifythe channelthat is the sourceof
the problem.
Testing lCs
Althoughthe advent of large-scaleintegratedcircuits intensignalsourcesto permltfuncsifiedthe need for multichannel
tionaltests,the needfor electricalparametrictestsremains.The
effects on circuit performanceof bias voltages, pulse amplitudes,slgnaldelaysand so on must be evaluatedto be certain
that a device meets its specifications.For example,testing a
semiconductorrandom-accessmemory (RAM) requires that
and write-enable
signalsall be
address,data,memory-enable,
appliedwith appropriatedelays,as shownin Fig. A. A typical
RAMis guaranteedto operateproperlyas long as the setupand
holdtimesare no lessthanthe minimumvaluesspecifiedby the
manufacturer.

(B)
false,the data in the addressedcells is read out. The 80164
Word Generatorsuppliesthe address,the data, and the wRrrE
pulsewith appropriatedelays.The Model 16004Logic
ENABLE
StateAnalyzercan verrrydevice performanceby displayingthe
addressalongsidethe data read intothat address,and alsothe
data read out.
The80164 is likewiseusefulfortestingserialdevices,suchas
shift registers,disc memoriesand terminals.Many serialdevicesactuallyneedthreeinputs:data,qualifier,and clock.The
80164suppliesa clock signaland serialpatternsup to 256 bits
in length.Thesrnoaechannelmay be usedas a qualifier;programming it to generatea string of 1's in the NRZ formateffectivelycreatesa wide gating pulse(Fig.C). lt may alsobe usedto
supplyword framingpulses,as shownin Fig. 5, page20.
Withthe help of the Model8016A, manyof thesetestscan be
performedeconomicallyon a wide varietyof devices at incoming inspectionstationsor for componentevaluation.

Address
Inputs

Write
Enable
lnput

ll
ll

l-t*+l

Design of an Interface
Designing and troubleshootinga computer or bus-system
interfacefor a data terminal,magnetictape storageunit, card
reader,or otherperipheralcan be simplifiedby usingthe Model

(A)
The Model 8016AWord Generatorcan supplythe required
combination
of signalswith interchannel
delaysadjustedto the
specifiedsetupand holdtimesfor the deviceundertest.With
the 80164 supplyingthe appropriatesignals,operationof the
device can be checked with an oscilloscopeor logic state
analyzer.Actual limitsmay then be measuredby reducing setup and hold times untildevrceoperationfails.
A typicalmeasurement
set-upis shownin Fig. B. This illustratesa test of a RAMconsistingof 64 TTLf lip-flop memorycells
organizedin a matrixthat provides16 fourbit words.Memory
inputis true,inforoperationis such thatwhenthe wRrrE
FNABLE
mationon the data input lines is read into the memorycells
specifiedby the address lines.When the wRrreeneelepulse is
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80164to simulatethe interfacesrgnals.Thiscan also be more
economicalthan tying up a computeror a data bus systemto
serveas a test bed. Such systemstransferdata on a one-shot
basisand the transferis fast.The single-stepcapabilityof the
Model80164 bypassesthis problem.
As an example,the HP InteriaceBus optionfor the 8016A
itselfwas designedwiththe aid of a prototype80164supplying
the HP-lBcommandsand data.The interlacewas firstanalyzed
staticallyby goingthrougha programstoredin the 80164one
step at a time. At each step, logrc states in the interfacecard
wereexaminedwith a logicprobe,
Once static operationwas correct, bus commandswere appliedby the 80164at highratesto analyzedynamicoperation.
The use of pattern repetitionrates suitable lor oscilloscope
display-usually not possiblewith a data bus system-and the
variableinterchannel
delayssimplifiedanalysisof interface
timing margins.At thattime,therewas no convenientmeansother
thanthe 80164 o1simulating
signalsthat madetroubleshooting
the interfaceso fast and thorouoh.
On the Production Line
The Model80164alsoeffectssavingsin trmeand equipment
in semiautomatic
test equipmenton the productionline. For

example,it is now used to checkout the Model 1620APattern
Analyzer (see page 11),
Functional
tests of this instrumentare made first.Theseinclude a check of its abilityto respondto digitalpatterns,both
serialand parallel,
at 20-MHzbit rates.Thenelectricalparameterssuchas pulse-width
sensitivity
and data-channel
set-uptime
with respectto the clock are verified,
Digitalpatternsfor thoroughlycheckingthe 16204are stored
in a calculatorand transferred
to the 80164on the HP-lnterface
Bus as needed,The operatorcontrolsthe sequenceof patterns
withthecalculatorand adjustspulsewidthsand channeldelays
while monitoringthe instrumentundertest.
In thiscase,one Model80.164replacedan arrayof pulseand
word generatorsthat had been used to providethe necessary
functionaland electricalstimuli,Not only did this simplifythe
signalswith less
setup, but it also providedthe multichannel
skew and jitter than could be provided by interconnected
generators.
Theseexamplesrepresenta small sample of the kinds of
applicationsthat can benefitfrom use of the Model80164 Word
Generator.
Jdrgen Buesen

When the roao button is pressed while the instrument is in the SERIALmode, a six-state algorithmic
state machine (ASM) generates the necessary control
signals for sequentially interrogating the row-register flip-flops and loading bits serially into the selected channel(s) in memory. When the instrument
is in the pARALLELmode, the ASM scans the row register for addressesand loads the contents ofthe column register in parallel into the main memory.
The channel serializer is a multiplexer that sequentially gates channel outputs into a common
path. The channel that outputs the serialized data is
indicated by illumination of a LED adjacent to its out-

put connectors.The other channels continue to output their bit patternsrepetitively (seeFig. 5). For example, with the serializerin the 2x728 mode, channel 4 outputsthe bit patternsof channels1, 2, 3, and4
serially, and channel 8 outputs 5, 6, 7, and 8 while
channels1.,2, 3,5, 6, and 7 output their 32-bitpatterns repetitively.
DataDelayand Width
The output circuit for one of the delayable channels is shown in Fig. 7. The RAM-sync flip-flop resynchronizesthe data from the memory and its output is applied in the NRZ format to the D input of the

Fig. 6, Word Generator architecture.
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Fig. 7. Output circuit for one ol
the delayablechannels. The oul
put stage has switchable dc
levels and adiustable signal am'
plitudes to match drive requirements of tested clrcults.
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output-sync flip-flop. The clock for this flip-flop is
delayed, however, by a monostable multivibrator,
thus delaying the output of this flip-flop according to
the corresponding DELAYcontrol.
For the nondelayable channels, a common clock
signal is supplied in parallel to the output sync flipflops. This assureslow skew in the timing of the
output pulses(lessthan -r1 ns). A small fixed delay in
the common clock signal allows the delayed channels to be adjusted to zero relative delay.
When the RZ mode is selected for a channel. the
transition causedby a "1" data bit at the Q output of
the output-sync flip-flop triggers the RZ-width circuit, a monostablemultivibrator. The trailing edge of
this multivibrator's pulse resetsthe output-sync flipflop to derive the RZ pulse.
The nondelayable channels (channels 1, 3, 5, and
7) use a common RZ-width circuit with FET switches
to interrupt the flip-flop resetsignal where RZ operation is not desired. The RZ width for all channels is
controlled by a single potentiometerthat in turn supplies a dc voltage to current-control transistors in
all of the RZ-width circuits.

I
Output Gircuits
Data from the output-sync flip-flop in each channel is fed through a driver stageto the output stage,a
non-saturatingdifferential amplifier (Fig. 7). The output impedance looking back into the instrument is
determined by the load resistorsin the collector circuit of each transistor. Two resistors are used.
In the TTL mode. both resistorsare connectedto a
variable positive voltage, V*. This voltage is adjusted by a front-panel screwdriver control to give an
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open-circuit amplitude range of 2 to 5 V for the output pulse tops. The cunent source in the emitter circuit tracks this voltage so V+ - I x 50O : 0, thus
maintaining the output pulse baselineat 0 V throughout the amplitude range.Transition times are < 3 ns in
this mode.
In the ECL mode, one of the resistorsis connected
to a negative voltage V- and the current sourceis reduced to 40 mA. At the sametime, one of the resistors
in the emitter circuit of the driver (Q3,Q4) is switched to
a negative voltage, reducing the drive pulses. This
method of reducing output amplitude retains the
clean waveform that was obtained in the TTL mode.
Transition time in the ECL mode is <2.5 ns (rO%to
90% amplitude).
The voltage V-, offset from V* by -5 V, tracks V1
to give control of the level of the ECL logic high over
a rangeof -O.g to +1.1 V. The current I is separately
varied to give control of the logic low, giving a range
of 0.3 to 1 V for the logic swing.

Timing
The internal rate generatoris a ramp type commonly used in pulse generators. A constant current
charges a capacitor until the capacitor voltage
reachesa trigger level that turns on a discharge circuit, quickly discharging the capacitor and starting
the next cycle.
In the Model 8016A, the repetition rate, controlled
by the charging current, has a basic range of 5 to 50
MHz. All the slower ranges are obtained by decade
dividers. The dividers generatea gatethat allows one
rep-ratepulse out of t0 (or 100,or 1000,or up to 107)
to pass, assuring low jitter at all repetition times.
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